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had been evacuated. CSM Nicol's distinguished conduct and con-
spicuous personal bravery throughout the campaign and in par-
ticular on the three occasions described proved an inspiration and
example to all ranks and have made an outstanding contribution
to his company's exceptional achievements.

24159222 Sergeant John Stuart PETTINGER, The Parachute
Regiment

Sergeant Pettinger is a Patrol Commander D (Patrol) Company
3rd Battalion The Parachute Regiment. On the nights of the
2nd/3rd June Sergeant Pettinger was Commander of one of a
number of patrols tasked to gain information about enemy forces
holding Mount Longdon on East Falkland Island.

Sergeant Pettinger's mission was to recce routes onto Mount
Longdon with the aim of placing a rifle company in the best
possible position for a night assault later. This meant closing with
the enemy who at times were only a few metres away in order
to gain his information. This he did with great success on four
occasions over the two nights, displaying a high standard of skill
and coolness, knowing that capture would lead to the compromise
of the battalion plans. The information gained led to him being
able to produce accurate descriptions of routes onto the objective,
detailed information on enemy strengths and locations, and on
the night of 8 June to lead a platoon along the assault route in
a rehearsal for the planned attack. Once again he closed with the
enemy, gained further information, and cleared more routes, again
with great coolness. On the night of 11th/12th June, Sergeant Pett-
inger acted as guide for B Company for their part in the battalion
night attack onto Mount Longdon and was able to place them
in such a good starting position that the attack came as a complete
surprise to the enemy. Once the battle had commenced he was
a constant source of information and advice to the Company Com-
mander, while acting with dash and determination during the
many assaults against strong points that night, killing at least three
enemy. During the preparation for the attack on Mount Longdon
Sergeant Pettmger completed six close target reconnaissances
against the objective. He displayed the highest standards of profes-
sional skill, alertness, accuracy of reporting, coolness in the face
of the enemy as well as courage during the actual assault.

The QUEEN has been graciously pleased to approve the Posthu-
mous award of the Conspicuous Gallantry Medal to the under-
mentioned in recognition of brave and gallant service during the
operations in the South Atlantic:

Conspicuous Gallantry Medal

23834301 Staff Sergeant James PRESCOTT, Corps of Royal
Engineers
On 22nd May 1982 Staff Sergeant Prescott under the command

of another NCO of 49 Engineer Explosives Disposal Squadron
Royal Engineers were carrying out explosive ordnance disposal
duties in the Falkland Islands. They were tasked to deal with an
unexploded bomb in the boiler room of HMS ARGONAUT.
Another unexploded bomb lay in a flooded missile magazine
nearby. Working in extraordinarily cramped conditions and in
very unfamiliar surroundings Staff Sergeant Prescott and the other
NCO successfully remotely rendered safe the bomb which was
later removed from the ship. This action enabled the damage to
the boiler room to be repaired, so that HMS ARGONAUT
regained propulsion and was able to manoeuvre defensively in
further air attacks.

On 23rd May 1982, Staff Sergeant Prescott and the NCO were
tasked to neutralise two unexploded bombs in HMS ANTELOPE.
The first bomb examined could not be approached until extensive
clearance of debris had taken place. They therefore set about ren-
dering safe the second bomb which was situated near the centre
of the ship. The bomb had been slightly damaged and was assessed
as being in a dangerous condition. They tried three times to render
the bomb safe using a remote method, haying to approach the
bomb after each attempt to adjust the equipment, but on each
occasion, the fuse could not be withdrawn. After a fourth attempt,
which involved using a small charge, the bomb unexpectedly
exploded. The blast was considerable. Despite a blast route of
open doors and hatches up through the ship, the fully clipped
steel door at the forward end of the passageway, where the bomb
disposal team was standing, was completely blown off and nearly
bent double. Staff Sergeant Prescott died instantly.

Staff Sergeant Prescott displayed courage of the highest order
in persevering with attempts to defuse the bomb in HMS ANTE-
LOPE, fully aware that the condition was particularly dangerous.

The QUEEN has been graciously pleased to approve the Posthu-
mous award of the Military Medal to the undermentioned in
Tecognition of bravery during the operations in the South Atlantic:

Military Medal

24S470SS Private Richard John de Mansfield ABSOLON, The
Parachute Regiment
During eleven days of operations in the Mount Longdon area

of East Falkland Island Private Absolon was employed as a
scout/sniper with the Patrol Company 3rd Battalion The Para-
chute Regiment which was tasked with the gaining of information
on the enemy force deployed in defensive positions around the
Mountain.

On the nights of 2nd/3rd June he was one of a pair of soldiers
who successfully carried out close target reconaissance with the
aim of locating enemy positions, gaining information on their
strengths, and discovering routes which could be used for a
Battalion night attack on the feature. The task required consider-
able skill and coolness as there was a requirement to close to
within a few metres of the enemy. The risk of capture was high,
which in turn would have led to the compromise of the whole
Battalion operation. Private Absolon and his partner completed
the tasks finding good approaches to the objective, providing firm
intelligence on the enemy which enabled both the Battalion and
Brigade to plan the attacks onto both Mount Longdon and the
Two Sisters.

On the night of the 8th June Absolon and his partner led a
platoon along the proposed route for the forthcoming attack as
a rehearsal. Once again he successfully closed with the enemy with-
out discovery and again returned with even more detailed informa-
tion on routes and on the enemy.

On the night of llth/12th June Absolon with his partner led
B Company onto the Mount Longdon feature in the first part
of an assault to capture the position by the Battalion. The route
selected gave the Company the opportunity to take the enemy
by surprise and a valuable foothold was gained before the enemy
was aware of the attack. Once battle was joined, Absolon fought
with determination, always probing ahead to locate the enemy
and sniping at every opportunity. He was responsible for killing
one particular sniper who was preventing the Company Head-
quarters from moving forward to link up with its platoons. He
continued to display dash and determination throughout the 12th
in a manner which was an example to many about him particularly
for one so young. Tragically he was killed by mortar fire the next
morning.

This young and promising soldier displayed coolness, deter-
mination and bravery under fire in demanding circumstances that
were outstanding.

24347663 Lance Corporal Gary David BINGLEY, The Para-
chute Regiment.
Throughout 28th May 1982, the 2nd Battalion The Parachute

Regiment were engaged in fierce fighting to take well entrenched
enemy positions in 'the area of the Goose Green settlement on
the Island of East Falkland. Lance Corporal Bingley was a Section
Commander.

During the battle his section came under fire at close quarters
from two enemy machine-gun posts. To destroy the enemy posi-
tions he led his section in the assault and whilst leading was fatally
wounded.

His heroic action enabled his company to continue their advance
and was significantly instrumental in defeating the enemy.

The QUEEN has been graciously pleased to approve the award of
the Military Medal to the undermentioned in recognition of
bravery during the operations in the South Atlantic:

Military Medal

24438472 Corporal Ian Phillip BAILEY, The Parachute Regi-
ment
In the early hours of 12th June 1982, the 3rd Battalion The

Parachute Regiment assaulted enemy positions on Mount Long-
don, eight kilometres to the West of Port Stanley on the Island
of East Falkland. Corporal Bailey's Section were tasked to aid
a Platoon pinned down by heavy automatic fire.

Under covering fire, together with Sergeant McKay, he attacked
the enemy's position with grenades. Whilst closing on the enemy,
Corporal Bailey was wounded. His brave actions helped to destroy
the enemy and relieve the pressure on the Platoon that was pinned
down.

24511890 Lance Corporal Stephen Alan BARDSLEY, The Para-
chute Regiment
In the early hours of 28th May, the 2nd Battalion The Parachute

Regiment launched an attack to take enemy positions in the area


